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ABSTRACT
The cerebellum consists of sagittally oriented zones

that are delineated by afferent input, Purkinje cell

response properties, and the expression of molecular

markers such as zebrin II (ZII). ZII is heterogeneously

expressed in Purkinje cells such that there are parasag-

ittal stripes of high expression (ZII1) interdigitated with

stripes of little or no expression (ZII2). In pigeons,

folium IXcd consists of seven pairs of ZII1/2 stripes

denoted P11/2 (medial) to P71/2 (lateral). In the

present study we examined the climbing fiber input to

the medial half of folium IXcd, the ventral uvula, which

spans the medial two stripe pairs (P11/2 to P21/2).

Purkinje cells in the ventral uvula respond to patterns

of optic flow resulting from self-motion through the

environment along translational axes and their climbing

fibers originate in the lateral half of the medial column

in the inferior olive (mcIO). Using anterograde injections

into this region of the mcIO, we found the following

topographic relationship: climbing fibers from the cau-

dal lateral mcIO were located in P11 and medial P12

ZII stripes; climbing fibers from the rostral lateral mcIO

were located in lateral P21 and P22 ZII stripes, and

climbing fibers from the middle lateral mcIO were

located in lateral P12 and medial P21 ZII stripes.

These data complement our previous findings showing

a topographic relationship between Purkinje cell

responses to optic flow visual stimuli and ZII stripes.

Taken together, we suggest that a ZII1/2 stripe pair

may represent a functional unit in the pigeon vestibulo-

cerebellum. J. Comp. Neurol. 522:3629–3643, 2014.
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The cerebellum is organized into a series of parasag-

ittal zones (Voogd and Bigar�e, 1980); this parasagittal

architecture can be revealed by climbing fiber (CF) and

mossy fiber afferent input, Purkinje cell efferent projec-

tions, and Purkinje cell response properties (Llinas and

Sasaki, 1989; de Zeeuw et al., 1994; Voogd and Glick-

stein, 1998; Wu et al., 1999; Ruigrok, 2003; Apps and

Garwicz, 2005). Several molecular markers also show a

parasagittal expression pattern in the cerebellum (for a

review, see Sillitoe and Hawkes, 2013). By far the most

extensively examined of these is zebrin II (ZII). The ZII

antibody recognizes the 36-kDa isoenzyme aldolase C,

which is expressed by Purkinje cells (Brochu et al.,

1990; Ahn et al., 1994; Hawkes and Herrup, 1995) in a

pattern that is common to several mammalian and

avian species (Hawkes, 1992; Hawkes and Herrup,

1995; Sanchez et al., 2002; Pakan et al., 2007; Iwaniuk

et al., 2009; Marzban et al., 2010; Marzban and

Hawkes, 2011). This organizational similarity across a

range of species suggests that the role of ZII is highly

conserved, and is likely critical for fundamental cerebel-

lar function. Important aspects of how ZII stripes relate

to functional zones within the cerebellum have been

investigated, especially in mammals (for examples, see
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Chockkan and Hawkes, 1994; Hallem et al., 1999;

Voogd et al., 2003; Sugihara and Shinoda, 2004, 2007;

Voogd and Ruigrok, 2004; Pijpers et al., 2006; Sugihara

et al., 2007). However, the cerebellum is a highly inter-

connected and diverse brain region with many func-

tions, and many questions remain regarding the

underlying organizational principles in the cerebellum

and the specific role that ZII plays in this regard.

Toward this, we use the pigeon vestibulocerebellum

(folia IXcd and X) as a model to study the relationships

between ZII expression, anatomical connections, and

cerebellar function. This model system is ideal to inves-

tigate the correspondence of various principles of com-

partmentalization due to the fact that the functional

zonal organization of the pigeon vestibulocerebellum

has been extensively documented. For instance, as

shown in Figure 1, the specific pattern of ZII expression

in this region is known in birds: while folium X (also

known as the nodulus) contains homogenously ZII1

Purkinje cells, folium IXcd (comprising the ventral uvula,

medially, and the flocculus, laterally) consists of a

series of seven marked ZII1/2 stripe pairs designated

P11/2 through P71/2 (Pakan et al., 2007; Marzban

et al., 2010).

In addition, the pattern of Purkinje cell complex spike

activity in response to optic-flow stimuli are also well

established in the vestibulocerebellum (e.g., Wylie and

Frost 1991, 1999; Graham and Wylie, 2012). Optic flow

is a term used by Gibson (1954) to describe the pattern

of visual motion that occurs across the entire retina as

an organism moves ("self-motion") through an environ-

ment consisting of stationary objects and surfaces.

Optic flow contrasts with “local” motion, which is due

to objects moving across a stationary background

(Frost et al., 1990). The pattern of optic flow depends

on the specific type of self-motion that occurs. As

shown in Figure 1, these patterns can be illustrated as

flow-diagrams projected onto a sphere surrounding an

animal, where the arrows represent the direction (or

“flow”) of visual stimuli across the retina of the orga-

nism. Self-motion can be divided into two functionally

distinct categories, either self-rotation (i.e., rotation of

the head relative to the world) or self-translation (i.e.,

moving from point A to B in the environment). During

self-rotation, the optic flow rotates in the direction

opposite to the head motion, and there would be circu-

lar optic flow about the axis of rotation. For example,

rotation about the vertical axis of the head in the left-

ward direction results in rightward optic flow on the

equator of the sphere, and circular motion on the pole

of the sphere (see “rVA” flow-diagrams above the floc-

culus of Fig. 1). During self-translation, in the direction

in which the organism is moving there is a “focus of

expansion,” a point from which the visual flow radiates

outward. On the opposite end of the sphere would be a

“focus of contraction,” a point to which the optic flow

Figure 1. Zebrin II (ZII) organization and optic flow zones in the vestibulocerebellum in pigeons. A coronal section through folia IXcd and X

is depicted, with the ZII stripes, numbered P1 to P7 (medial to lateral) from the midline (thick dashed line). ZII1 Purkinje cells are indi-

cated in red and ZII2 Purkinje cells are indicated in pink. P12 is divided into medial and lateral portions by a small satellite immunoposi-

tive band 1–2 Purkinje cells wide in the middle of P12 denoted "?". P21 is divided into medial and lateral portions by a small

immunonegative "notch" in the middle of P21. Across the extent of folium IXcd, Purkinje cells respond to patterns of optic flow resulting

from self-motion (as indicated by the spherical flow-diagrams). In medial folium IXcd (the ventral uvula): 1) contraction Purkinje cells are

found in P11 and P1-med; 2) expansion and ascent Purkinje cells are located in P1-lat and P21med; and 3) descent Purkinje cells are

located in P21lat and P22. Cells responsive to patterns of optic flow resulting from self-rotation (rVA and rH45 zones) are located later-

ally in folium IXcd. Scale bar 5 400 lm.
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converges. For example, if the organism is moving for-

ward, there is a focus of expansion is in front of them

and a focus of contraction directly behind (see the

“expansion” flow-diagram shown in purple in Fig. 1).

Specific pathways from the accessory optic system

to the vestibulocerebellum are involved in the process-

ing of optic flow stimuli that results from self-motion

(Simpson, 1984). Retino-recipient nuclei in the pretec-

tum and the accessory optic system send visual projec-

tions to the medial column of the inferior olive (mcIO;

Arends and Voogd, 1989), which then carries visual

optic flow information to the vestibulocerebellum via

CFs (Clarke, 1977; Brecha et al., 1980; Gamlin and

Cohen, 1988; Wylie et al., 1997; Wylie, 2001). As illus-

trated in Figure 1, the specific Purkinje cell complex

spike activity in response to patterns of optic flow is

highly organized into parasagittal zones in the vestibulo-

cerebellum. In the flocculus, the complex spike activity

of Purkinje cells responds to patterns of optic flow

resulting from self-rotation. There are two types of rota-

tional neurons: rVA neurons respond to rotation about a

vertical axis, whereas rHA neurons respond to rotation

about a horizontal axis oriented 45� to the midline

(Wylie and Frost, 1993; see also Graf et al., 1988).

Complex spike activity in the ventral uvula responds to

optic flow resulting from self-translation (Wylie et al.,

1993, 1998; Wylie and Frost, 1999). There are four

response types: contraction, expansion, descent, and

ascent.

In the flocculus, rVA and rHA neurons are organized

into four zones: two rVA zones interdigitated with two

rHA zones (see Fig. 1; Pakan et al., 2005). The rVA

and rHA zones receive input from the caudomedial and

rostromedial regions of the mcIO, respectively (Lau

et al., 1998; Wylie et al., 1999; Winship and Wylie,

2001). Pakan and Wylie (2008) showed that injections

in the caudomedial mcIO resulted in CF labeling

restricted to the P41/2 and P61/2 stripe pairs,

whereas injections in the rostromedial mcIO resulted in

CF labeling restricted to the P51/2 and P71/2

stripe pairs. These data suggested that a ZII1/2 pair

represents a functional unit in the vestibulocerebellum.

This was reinforced by Pakan et al. (2011), who

recorded complex spike activity in the flocculus,

marked rVA and rHA recording sites with fluorescent

dyes, and subsequently processed coronal sections for

ZII. They found that rVA Purkinje cells were localized

to the P41/2 and P61/2 stripe pairs, whereas rHA

Purkinje cells were localized to the P51/2 and P72

stripes (Fig. 1).

Using the same methods as Pakan et al. (2011)

described above, we (Graham and Wylie, 2012) showed

that the response types in the ventral uvula are

topographically organized with respect to the ZII stripes

as follows: Purkinje cells responsive to contraction were

located in the P11 stripe and the medial half of P12

(P1-med); descent Purkinje cells were located in the lat-

eral half of the P21 stripe (P21lat) and the P22

stripes. Both expansion and ascent Purkinje cells were

confined to the lateral portion of P12 (P1-lat) and the

medial portion of P21 (P21med). In the present study,

we aimed to determine the direct relationship between

climbing fiber projections to the ventral uvula, which

arises from the lateral mcIO (Crowder et al., 2000; Win-

ship and Wylie, 2001), and the ZII expression pattern.

We made small injections of the anterograde tracer bio-

tinylated dextran amine (BDA) into discrete regions of

the lateral mcIO, and examined the resulting olivocere-

bellar CF labeling in relation to the ZII expression pat-

tern in the ventral uvula. This present study represents

the fourth study showing a direct relationship between

optic flow zones, ZII expression, and CF input in folium

IXcd (Pakan and Wylie, 2008; Pakan et al., 2011; Gra-

ham and Wylie, 2012).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Surgical and tracer injection procedure
The methods reported herein conformed to the

guidelines established by the Canadian Council on Ani-

mal Care and were approved by the Biosciences Animal

Care and Use Committee at the University of Alberta.

Ten Silver King and Homing pigeons (Columba livia),

obtained from a local supplier, were anesthetized with

an injection (i.m.) of a ketamine (65 mg/kg) / xylazine

(8 mg/kg) cocktail. Supplemental doses were adminis-

tered as necessary. Animals were placed in a stereo-

taxic device with pigeon ear bars and a beak bar

adapter so that the orientation of the skull conformed

to the atlas of Karten and Hodos (1967). To access the

inferior olive, bone and dura were removed from the

dorsomedial surface of the cerebellum, lateral to the

mid-sagittal sinus. The intent was to make localized

injections into the regions of the mcIO that provide CF

input to the ventral uvula and nodulus. The pigeon infe-

rior olive is divided into ventral and dorsal lamellae,

which are conjoined medially by the mcIO (Arends and

Voogd, 1989). The rostrocaudal extent of the mcIO

ranges from about 1.4–1.8 mm in length. Our previous

work showed the lateral half of the mcIO projects to

the ventral uvula and nodulus, whereas the medial half

of the mcIO projects to the flocculus (Lau et al., 1998;

Wylie et al., 1999; Crowder et al., 2000). Furthermore,

a single unit recording study of the lateral mcIO showed

a topography: contraction neurons were found most

caudally, descent neurons were found most rostrally,

Climbing fiber projections to ventral UVULA
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and expansion and ascent neurons were found in the

middle of the rostrocaudal extent of the lateral mcIO

(Winship and Wylie, 2001). To ensure that we were in

the desired olivary subnuclei, single-unit extracellular

recordings were used to confirm the location of the

injection sites. To record the activity of optic flow units

in the mcIO, glass micropipettes filled with 2 M NaCl,

with tip diameters of 4–5 lm, were advanced through

the cerebellum and into the brainstem using a hydraulic

microdrive (Frederick Haer, Millville, NJ). Extracellular

signals were amplified, filtered, and fed to a window

discriminator. Inferior olivary units are easily identified

based on their characteristically low firing rate (�1

spike/s) and proximity to the base of the brain. Upon

isolation of a unit in the lateral mcIO, the optic flow

preference of the unit was qualitatively determined. The

direction-selectivity of the olivary neuron was deter-

mined by moving a large (90 3 90�) handheld visual

stimulus, consisting of black bars, wavy lines, and dots

on a white background, in the receptive field of the

unit. With such stimuli, contraction, expansion, ascent,

and descent neurons can be easily determined (Winship

and Wylie, 2001; Graham and Wylie, 2012). Once the

desired area was isolated, the recording electrode was

replaced with a micropipette (tip diameter 20–30 lm)

containing fluorescent BDA; either mini-ruby (red; D-

3312) or mini-emerald (green; D-7178; 10,000 molecu-

lar weight; Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). The tracers (0.01–

0.05 ll of 10% solution in 0.1 M phosphate buffer)

were pressure-injected using a Picospritzer II (General

Valve, Fairfield, NJ). After surgery the craniotomy was

filled with bone wax and the wound was sutured. Birds

were given an injection of buprenorphine (0.012 mg/

kg, i.m.) as an analgesic.

After a recovery period of 3–5 days the animals

were deeply anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital

(100 mg/kg) and immediately transcardially perfused

with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; 0.9% NaCl, 0.1 M

phosphate buffer) followed by 4% paraformaldehyde in

0.1 M PBS (pH 7.4). The brain was extracted from the

skull and immersed in paraformaldehyde for 7 days at

4�C. The brain was then embedded in gelatin and cry-

oprotected in 30% sucrose in 0.1 M PBS overnight.

Using a microtome, frozen serial sections in the

coronal plane (40 lm thick) were collected throughout the

rostrocaudal extent of the cerebellum and the brainstem.

Immunohistochemistry
ZII expression was visualized using established immu-

nohistochemical techniques described previously (Pakan

et al., 2007). Briefly, tissue sections were rinsed thor-

oughly in 0.1 M PBS and blocked with 10% normal don-

key serum (Jackson Immunoresearch Laboratories,

West Grove, PA) and 0.4% TritonX-100 in PBS for 1

hour. Tissue was then incubated in PBS containing 0.1%

TritonX-100 and the primary antibody, mouse monoclo-

nal anti-zebrin II (1:200 dilution; kindly provided by

Richard Hawkes, University of Calgary; Brochu et al.,

1990 RRID:AB_10013580) for 60–75 hours at room

temperature. Sections were then rinsed in PBS and

incubated in a fluorescent secondary; either Cy2 or Cy3

conjugated donkey antimouse antibody (Jackson Immu-

noresearch Laboratories: diluted 1:100 in PBS, 2.5%

normal donkey serum, and 0.4% TritonX-100) for 2

hours at room temperature. The tissue was then rinsed

in PBS and mounted onto gelatinized slides for viewing.

Antibody Table:

Antibody characterization
Anti-zebrin II is a monoclonal antibody grown in

mouse, produced by immunization with a crude cerebel-

lar homogenate from the weakly electric fish Apterono-

tus (Brochu et al., 1990), and recognizes in mouse a

single polypeptide band with an apparent molecular

weight of 36 kDa, which cloning studies have shown to

be the metabolic isoenzyme aldolase C (Ahn et al.,

1994; Hawkes and Herrup, 1995). Anti-zebrin II western

blot analysis of homogenate of pigeon cerebellum also

detects a single immunoreactive polypeptide band,

identical in size to the band detected in extracts from

the adult mouse cerebellum (Pakan et al., 2007). It was

Abbreviations

BDA Biotinylated dextran amine
CF Climbing fiber
IXab Folium IXab of the cerebellum
IXcd Folium IXcd of the cerebellum
mcIO Medial column of the inferior olive
P11/2 to
P71/2

designated zebrin II-immunopositive, -immunonegative zones

P1-lat Lateral half of P12

P1-med Medial half of P12

P21lat Lateral half of P21

P21med Medial half of P21

rHA Rotation about a horizontal axis
rVA Rotation about the vertical axis
X Folium X of the cerebellum
ZII1/2 Zebrin II-immunopositive, -immunonegative
? Zebrin II-immunopositive satellite zone in the middle of P1-

Name Immunogen Details

Anti-Zebrin II produced by immunization
with a crude cerebellar
homogenate from the
weakly electric fish
Apteronotus
(Brochu et al.,1990)

Provided by Dr. Richard
Hawkes, University
of Calgary; raised
in mouse;
monoclonal.
RRID:AB_10013580
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Figure 2. Olivary injection site, CF labeling, and ZII immunohistochemistry in medial folium IXcd. A: Photomicrograph of a coronal section

through the brainstem and a red-BDA injection in the middle (expansion/ascent) region of the lateral medial column of the inferior olive (mcIO)

from case ZIO16. P 3.50 refers to the rostrocaudal location of the section in the stereotaxic atlas of the pigeon brain (Karten and Hodos,

1967). The inferior olive is outlined in white; vertical lines through the mcIO indicate the fibers of the twelfth cranial nerve. The inset in the top

right corner shows a higher magnification image of this injection site, illustrating the specific size and location within the mcIO. B–F: Photomi-

crographs of coronal sections through ventral folium IXcd. The molecular layer is represented ventrally, while the Purkinje cell layer and the

granule layer are located dorsally. B,C: Typical BDA labeled CFs from case ZIO2 (contraction region) and ZIO6 (descent region), respectively.

The dotted line in B represents the midline. D: Red BDA labeled CFs in green immunolabeled ZII zones P1-lat and P21med from case ZIO5

(expansion/ascent region). E: Red BDA labeled fibers in ZII zones P1-lat and P21med of folium IXcd with subjacent labeling in folium X from

case ZIO17 (expansion/descent region). F: Red BDA labeled CFs on the lateral edge of P22 that do not extend into P31 from case ZIO16

(descent region). Inverted triangles in (C–F) denote ZII immunonegative "notch" separating P21 into medial and lateral halves. Scale

bars 5 200 lm in A, A inset, E; 50 lm in B; 100 lm in C,D,F. See Supplementary Figure 1 for magenta-green version of this figure.

Climbing fiber projections to ventral UVULA
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used directly from spent hybridoma culture medium

diluted 1:200 and labeled a subset of Purkinje cell

soma and dendrites in the cerebellum (Fig. 2) as previ-

ously reported (Pakan et al., 2007).

Microscopy and data analysis
Sections were viewed with a compound light micro-

scope (Leica DMRE) equipped with the appropriate fluo-

rescence filters (rhodamine and FITC). Images were

acquired using a Retiga EXi FAST Cooled mono 12-bit

camera (Qimaging, Burnaby, BC) and analyzed with

OPENLAB imaging software (Improvision, Lexington MA;

RRID:rid_000096). Adobe Photoshop (San Jose, CA)

was used to adjust brightness and contrast.

For each injection site the injection core was

defined as the area where the BDA tracer was satu-

rated in the tissue and clearly visible, whereas injec-

tion penumbra was defined as the area where residual

fluorescence around the core could be seen but was

devoid of saturated BDA tracer. These were measured

using the measurement tool within the OPENLAB imag-

ing software.

Quantitative analysis of the resulting CF labeling

throughout the ventral uvula after BDA injections was

collected by counting the CFs within a given zone in

five serial sections (40 lm thick; 40 lm apart) from

each case, and measuring the size of each ZII zone as

well as the location of the counted CFs within each

section. From these data, we calculated the average

size of each ZII zone, as well as the number of CFs

within each ZII zone per 100lm from all cases (see

results in Fig. 4). In some instances, qualitative descrip-

tions of the resulting CF labeling are used to describe

the extent of labeling in individual cases (i.e., substan-

tial or sparse). These qualitative descriptions are

related to the quantitative data described above where

heavy/substantial labeling refers to >7.0 CFs counted

per 100 lm, moderate labeling refers to between 3.6–

7.0 CFs counted per 100 lm, and light/sparse labeling

refers to 1.0–3.5 CFs counted per 100 lm. All meas-

urements were made using the measurement tool

within the OPENLAB imaging software.

To reconstruct the location and distribution of CFs

(Fig. 3) coronal images were taken (with a 203 objec-

tive) of the entire folium and a large high-resolution

composite was made of each section. Each horizontal

row of black lines in the reconstruction represents a

single tissue section (40 lm thick) equally spaced

throughout the ventral uvula (therefore, for Fig. 3, 25

sections were imaged, counted, and reconstructed).

Each CF was then marked with a black line on a layer

directly overlaying the images (using Adobe Photoshop)

and each corresponding boundary of ZII expression was

also marked. The 25 sections were then reconstructed

through the rostral-caudal extent and the boundaries of

the ZII zones extrapolated; the result is similar to a

sampling of CF labeling that would be evident if one

were viewing the folia as sliced in the horizontal plane.

The reconstruction is therefore a sampling of 25 sec-

tions throughout the rostral-caudal extent of the folia

and does not represent the entire labeled CF population

per case, but rather gives a representation of the distri-

bution of labeling in relation to the ZII stripes through-

out the extent of the ventral uvula. Each horizontal row

of black lines in the figure, however, does represent an

accurate count of CFs per (40 lm thick) section

counted.

RESULTS

Climbing fiber labeling in the ventral uvula
and nodulus

The results are based on observations in 10 animals,

where injections of red and/or green fluorescent BDA

were made into the mcIO (Table 1). In nine animals, a

single injection of red BDA was made in the mcIO: 1) in

two of these cases, the injections were aimed at the

caudal mcIO (contraction region; cases ZIO2 and

ZIO11); 2) in three of these cases, the injections were

Figure 3. Reconstruction of CF projections and ZII expression in

medial folium IXcd from case ZIO6. Black lines represent individual

CFs labeled in 25 serial coronal sections (40 lm thick and 40 lm

apart) throughout the rostrocaudal extent of the ventral folium of

the uvula. In this case, an injection of red BDA was made in the

rostral mcIO (descent region). ZII1 zones (in red) are interdigitated

by ZII2 zones (in white) in the mediolateral plane (x-axis).

J.M.P. Pakan et al.
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aimed at the rostral mcIO (descent region; cases ZIO6,

ZIO7, and ZIO17); 3) and in four of these cases, the

injections were aimed in the middle of the mcIO

(expansion and ascent region; cases ZIO5, ZIO9, ZIO16,

and ZIO19). One animal (case ZIO10) received two

injections: a red injection was aimed into the caudal

mcIO (ZIO10b) and a green injection was aimed into

the rostral mcIO (ZIO10a). Figure 2A shows a photomi-

crograph of a representative injection site from case

ZIO16, illustrating a red BDA injection in the lateral

mcIO. The resulting CF labeling from the BDA injections

was entirely contralateral in all cases, robust, and easily

distinguishable in the molecular layer. In all cases a

prominent band of CF labeling that spanned IXcd and X

was observed, an example of which can be seen in Fig-

ure 2E. Figure 2B–F show representative photomicro-

graphs of CF labeling (red) in relation to the ZII

expression pattern (green). As described case-by-case

below, there was a clear topographic relationship

between the rostrocaudal location of the injections and

the location of the resulting CF labeling in the ZII

stripes. Injections in the caudal lateral mcIO (contrac-

tion region) resulted in CF labeling in ZII zones P11

and P1-med (for example, see Fig. 2B). Injections in the

rostral lateral mcIO (descent region) resulted in CF

labeling in ZII zones P21lat and P22 (for example, see

Fig. 2C and CF reconstruction in Fig. 3). Injections in

the middle lateral mcIO (expansion and ascent region)

resulted in CF labeling in ZII zones P1-lat and P21med

(for example, see Fig. 2D,E). While many CFs were seen

on the very lateral edge of P22, as shown in Figure 2F,

none were observed in ZII zones P31/2 in any of the

cases.

Figure 4 summarizes the extent of the injection sites

in the lateral mcIO and the corresponding density of CF

labeling in ZII stripes in IXcd from all cases. The CF

labeling is collapsed from five serial sections in ZII

zones P11 to P22 where the labeling was heaviest

Figure 4. Location and extent of the injections sites in the mcIO and the resulting CF labeling in the ventral lamella of medial folium IXcd.

Each case is indicated on the y-axis. There are two bar graphs for each case: 1) the bottom bar graph represents the location of CF label-

ing in the ZII zones (which are indicated by the bottom x-axis) and the degree of CF labeling (which is indicated by the legend above)

from the specified case. The reconstructions of the CF counts from each case were averaged from five serial sections (40 lm thick and

40 lm apart); 2) the top bar graph represents the location and size of each injection expressed as a proportion of the rostrocaudal extent

of the mcIO (which are indicated on the top x-axis, and the legend above). The caudal and rostral borders of mcIO are designated 0% and

100%, respectively. The bracketed regions at the bottom of the figure indicate the optic flow preference associated with the mcIO injec-

tion site (see also Table 1) and the Purkinje cell complex spike activity in the respective ZII stripes (Graham and Wylie, 2012). Single injec-

tions of red BDA were made in all cases except for ZIO10, where red BDA was injected more caudally (ZIO10b), and green BDA was

injected more rostrally (ZIO10a).

Climbing fiber projections to ventral UVULA
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from each case. The rostrocaudal extents of the injec-

tions expressed as a percentage of the entire mcIO

(upper x-axis) are shown as dark green (injection core)

and light green (injection penumbra) bars. As indicated

in the figure legend, the density of CF labeling is shown

as black (most dense), dark gray or light gray (least

dense) bars, or single vertical marks (single CFs) super-

imposed on the ZII1 (red) and ZII2 (white) stripes of

the ventral uvula.

Injections in the caudal lateral mcIO
There were three injections in the caudal region of

the lateral mcIO where contraction neurons were

recorded at the injection site (see Table 1; cases ZIO2,

ZIO10b, and ZIO11). In cases ZIO2 and ZIO11, the

injections were small (260 lm and 240 lm rostrocau-

dal spread, respectively, of the injection core) and

resulted in CF labeling medially in folia IXcd and X. In

IXcd, the CFs were confined entirely to ZII zones P11

and P1-med (Fig. 4). Case ZIO2, which was the most

caudal injection (centered at 200 lm from the caudal

tip of mcIO; see green bar in Fig. 4), had heavy labeling

throughout P11, with less labeling in P1-med; this is

illustrated in Figure 2B. Case ZIO11, where the injection

was slightly more rostral (centered at 280 lm from the

caudal tip of mcIO) had heavier CF labeling in P1-med

than in P11, with less overall CF labeling than in case

ZIO2 (this is summarized in Fig. 4; note the comparison

between the black and gray bars for these cases). The

injection in case ZIO10b was slightly more rostral to

both ZIO2 and ZIO11 (centered at 480 lm from the

caudal tip of mcIO) and was quite a bit larger in com-

parison (400 lm rostrocaudal spread of the injection

core). The heaviest labeling occurred in P1-med, with

less labeling in P11 and P21med, and the lightest

labeling in P1-lat (Fig. 4).

Injections in the rostral lateral mcIO
For the two rostralmost injections in the lateral

mcIO, descent neurons were recorded (Table 1; cases

ZIO7 and ZIO6). These injections were small (160 lm

and 240 lm rostrocaudal spread, respectively, of the

injection core; see also green bars in Fig. 4) and

resulted in CF labeling confined almost exclusively to

ZII zones P21lat and P22 stripes in folium IXcd (Fig.

4), and a band located beneath these in folium X. Case

ZIO6, which was the most rostral injection (Fig. 4;

1,480 lm from the caudal tip of mcIO) had heavy CF

labeling in P21lat, but also substantial labeling in P22,

as shown in Figure 2C. There were a few single CF ter-

minals found in both P21med and P1-lat (see single

black lines in Fig. 4). Figure 3 shows the extent of the

CF labeling in IXcd for this case, as reconstructed from

serial sections. Note that the overwhelming bulk of the

labeling was in P21lat and P22. Case ZIO7, where the

injection was slightly more caudal (1,440 lm from the

caudal tip of mcIO), had most CF labeling confined to

P21lat and P22, although it was heavier in P21lat.

Injections in the middle of the lateral mcIO
There were six injections into the middle region of

the lateral mcIO. At two injection sites ascent neurons

were recorded (Table 1; cases ZIO16 and ZIO19),

whereas at four injection sites expansion neurons were

recorded (Table 1; ZIO17, ZIO10a, ZIO9, and ZIO5). For

these cases, the vast majority of the labeled CFs in

IXcd was found in the P1-lat and P21med stripes (see

black bars in Fig. 4), and a band located beneath these

in folium X. Cases ZIO16 (Fig. 2A) and ZIO19 both had

small injections (240 lm and 160 lm rostrocaudal

spread, respectively, of the injection core). Case ZIO16

was the more caudal injection of the two (centered at

920 lm from the caudal tip of mcIO) and CF labeling

TABLE 1.

Summary of Injections in the Medial Column of the Inferior Olive (mcIO)

Case

Optic flow preference

at injection site Tracer injected

Rostral-caudal location of

center of injection site within mcIO1

Rostral ZIO6 Descent Red BDA 1480 mm
ZIO7 Descent Red BDA 1440 mm
ZIO17 Expansion Red BDA 1120 mm
ZIO19 Ascent Red BDA 960 mm
ZIO10a Expansion Green BDA 920 mm
ZIO16 Ascent Red BDA 920 mm
ZIO5 Expansion Red BDA 800 mm
ZIO9 Expansion Red BDA 800 mm
ZIO10b Contraction Red BDA 480 mm
ZIO11 Contraction Red BDA 280 mm

Caudal ZIO2 Contraction Red BDA 200 mm

1Distance from the caudal pole of the medial column of the inferior olive.
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was heaviest in P1-lat and quite substantial in P21med

(Fig. 4). There were only a few single CFs observed in

each of P11, P1-med, and P22. Case ZIO19 (injection

centered at 960 lm from the caudal tip of mcIO) was

similar: heaviest labeling in P1-lat, substantial labeling

in P21med with only a few single CFs in P1-med (Fig.

4). Case ZIO5 also involved a small injection (240 lm

rostrocaudal spread of the injection core), but was

located more caudally, centered at 800 lm from the

caudal tip of mcIO (green bar in Fig. 4). The resulting

CF labeling was confined almost exclusively to P1-lat

and P21med (for example, see Fig. 2D), although

slightly heavier in P1-lat (black bar in Fig. 4). There was

only a single CFs outside these stripes, in P1-med. The

injection in case ZIO10a was also small (240 lm rostro-

caudal spread of the injection core), and was centered

at 920 lm from the caudal tip of mcIO (green bar in

Fig. 4). The resulting CF labeling was very heavy in ZII

zone P1-lat, and substantial in P21med, with some

sparse labeling also seen in P22 (black and gray bars

in Fig. 4).

Large injections in mcIO
The injections for the remaining two cases were

larger in size. The rostralmost of these injections

(ZIO17; centered at 1,120 lm from the caudal tip of

mcIO) had a 320 lm rostrocaudal spread of the injec-

tion core (green bar Fig. 4). The resulting CF labeling in

IXcd was equally abundant in P1-lat, P21med, and

P22 (black and gray bars Fig. 4). Finally, case ZIO9

(centered at 800 lm from the caudal tip of mcIO) had

a very large injection (480 lm rostrocaudal spread of

Figure 5. Organization of the pigeon vestibulocerebellum: correlating physiology, anatomy, and intrinsic immunochemistry. A: The organiza-

tion of the zones containing cells responsive to translational optic flow (contraction, expansion, ascent, and descent) and rotational optic

flow (rVA and rHA) in relation to climbing fiber (CF) inputs and the expression pattern of zebrin II (ZII) in folium IXcd. ZII-immunopositive

(ZII1) Purkinje cells are represented as red, whereas ZII-immunonegative (ZII2) Purkinje cells are white and specific zones are indicated

from P11 to P72. The visual optic flow preferences of each zone are separated by black dashed lines. Optic flow information reaches

folium IXcd as CF inputs from the medial column of the inferior olive (mcIO). The lateral portion of the mcIO contains a contraction region

(light blue), an expansion/ascent region (green and purple stripes), and a descent region (orange), whereas the medial portion contains an

rVA region (red) and an rHA region (dark blue). All areas of the mcIO project to IXcd via CFs as indicated by the arrows. B: The hypothe-

sized caudal-to-rostral projections of the translational optic flow neurons in the lateral mcIO to the ZII1 and ZII2 zones in the ventral

uvula. C, R, M, and L 5 caudal, rostral, medial, and lateral; dl and vl 5 dorsal lamella and ventral lamella of the inferior olive.

Climbing fiber projections to ventral UVULA
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the injection core), and resulted in labeling in every ZII

zone in the ventral uvula (Fig 4). Heaviest CF labeling

was observed throughout P1-med and P21med, with

fewer CFs occurring in P1-lat and P22. The sparsest

labeling was seen in P11 and P21lat.

In summary, as shown in Figure 4, while there is

some overlap of CF labeling in cases with injections in

different areas of the mcIO, the correspondence of CF

labeling and ZII expression is evident: 1) injections into

the caudal mcIO (contraction region) resulted in CF

labeling in P11 and P1-med; 2) injections into the mid-

dle mcIO (expansion and ascent region) resulted in CF

labeling in P1-lat and P21 med; and 3) injections into

the rostral mcIO (descent region) resulted in CF labeling

in P21lat and P22.

DISCUSSION

Correlating ZII, CFs, and optic flow
preferences in the pigeon
vestibulocerebellum

In the present study we found that localized injec-

tions into physiologically identified regions of the lateral

mcIO resulted in labeling largely confined to a ZII1/2

stripe pair. Specifically, injections of anterograde tracer

into: 1) the caudal lateral mcIO resulted in CFs in P11

and P1-med; 2) the middle region of the lateral mcIO

resulted in CFs in P1-lat and P21med; and 3) the ros-

tral lateral mcIO resulted in CFs in P21lat and P22.

Although in some of the cases there was labeling out-

side of the ZII1/2 stripe pair in question, this was

minimal in most cases (Figs. 3, 4; cases ZIO5, ZIO6,

ZIO10a, ZIO16, ZIO19), or involved larger injections

(Fig. 4, cases ZIO9, ZIO10b) where it is likely that injec-

tions spanned more than one electrophysiologically dis-

tinct region in the lateral mcIO. These findings

complement those of Pakan and Wylie (2008), who

investigated CF projections from the medial mcIO to

the ZII stripes in the pigeon flocculus. They found that

CFs from the caudal medial mcIO (rVA region) project

to the P41/2 and P61/2 stripe pairs, while CFs

from the rostral medial mcIO (rHA region) project to

the P51/2 and P71/2 stripe pairs. Furthermore,

studies of Purkinje cell complex spike activity in IXcd in

response to optic flow stimuli corroborate this organiza-

tion. Pakan et al. (2011) showed that the complex spike

activity of Purkinje cells responsive to rVA optic flow

stimulation was confined to P41/2 and P61/2 while

the activity of Purkinje cells responsive to rHA optic

flow stimulation was confined to P51/2 and P72.

Graham and Wylie (2012) recently showed that Purkinje

cells responsive to contraction optic flow was located

most medially in the P11 and P1-med stripes, while

descent Purkinje cells were located most laterally in

the P21lat and P22 stripes. Both expansion and

ascent Purkinje cells were confined to the P1-lat and

the P21med stripes. Taken together, these data and

results from the current study, summarized in Figure

5A, suggest that a ZII1/2 stripe pair represents a

functional unit across an entire folium in the pigeon

vestibulocerebellum; whether this pattern generalizes to

other areas of the avian cerebellum is unknown.

At present, we are uncertain as to the reason that

the P1-lat/P21med stripe pair contains both ascent

and expansion neurons. Similarly, we are uncertain as

to the function of the P31/2 stripe pair. CFs were not

found in P31/2 from any of our injections in the

mcIO. Graham and Wylie (2012) found that complex

spike activity in P31 was not modulated in response to

visual motion stimuli and suggested that the P31/2

stripe could be equivalent to the C2 zone found in the

mammalian flocculus. Complex spike activity in the C2

zone is nonresponsive to optic flow stimulation, and is

proposed to be involved in generating head movements

(de Zeeuw and Koekkoek, 1997). Alternatively, the

P31/2 stripe pair could be a vestibular zone, similar

to those described in the uvula/nodulus of rabbits by

Barmack and Shojaku (1995).

Climbing fiber input to ZII1 and ZII2 stripes
Our finding that a ZII1/2 stripe pair receives CF

input from a particular region in the inferior olive seems

to conflict with mammalian research. Studies in mam-

mals have repeatedly emphasized that an olivary subnu-

cleus projects to either a ZII1 or ZII2 stripe, but never

both (Gravel et al., 1987; Sugihara and Shinoda, 2004;

Apps and Garwicz, 2005; Pijpers et al., 2006; Sugihara

and Quy, 2007). For example, Voogd et al. (2003) com-

pared the distribution of olivocerebellar projections to

the copula pyramidis and the paramedian lobule with

ZII expression patterns in the rat. They showed that,

generally, CFs originating from the rostral dorsal acces-

sory olive innervate the ZII2 stripes of the C1 and C3

zones, and that the rostral medial accessory olive and

principal olive innervate the ZII1 stripes of the C2 and

D zones, respectively. Voogd and Ruigrok (2004) also

compared parasagittal CF projections to the vermis

with ZII stripes in the cerebellum of rats. They showed

that discrete injections in various inferior olivary subnu-

clei resulted in CF bands that corresponded with either

a ZII1 or a ZII2 stripe, but not both. In a comprehen-

sive study of the entire rat cerebellum, Sugihara and

Shinoda (2004) injected BDA into various inferior olive

regions and compared the resulting CF labeling with ZII

expression. They found that CFs from the principal olive

J.M.P. Pakan et al.
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and areas near to it as well as CFs from several medial

subnuclei project to ZII1 zones, while CFs from the

centrocaudal portion of the medial accessory olive pro-

ject to ZII2 stripes in the vermis. They also found that

the dorsal accessory olive and neighboring regions

innervate ZII2 and lightly ZII1 stripes in the hemi-

sphere, and the rostral and caudal pars intermedia.

To reiterate, in the present study the efferent projec-

tion of a functional region of the mcIO in pigeons was

not confined solely to either a ZII1 or a ZII2 stripe in

the vestibulocerebellum. In fact, a given region of the

mcIO projected to a particular ZII1/2 pair. However, it

is possible that the projections to a ZII1/2 stripe pair

arise from different neurons, or even separate popula-

tions of neurons in a particular region within the mcIO.

In fact, a close examination of Figure 4 suggests that

the latter may be the case. Figure 5B gives a summary

of what we propose would be the subzones in the mcIO

that would project to ZII2 and ZII1 stripes in folium

IXcd. Our most caudal injection in the contraction

region of the mcIO (ZIO2) resulted in the heaviest label-

ing in P11, while a slightly more rostral injection

(ZIO11) resulted in heaviest labeling in P1-med. In the

other cases where we saw labeling in P11 and P1-med

(ZIO10b, ZIO9, ZIO5, ZIO19, and ZIO16), labeling was

always heavier in P1-med when compared to P11 (or

labeling did not occur at all in P11, as in cases ZIO5

and ZIO19). This seems to indicate that the region of

the mcIO that projects to P1-med is located closer to

the expansion/ascent region (i.e., the more rostral por-

tion of the contraction region of the mcIO; Fig. 5B, blue

area). Similarly, our most rostral injections into the

descent region of the mcIO (ZIO6 and ZIO7) resulted in

heavier CF labeling in P21lat compared to P22. It is

only as mcIO injections move more caudal to this that

we see heavier labeling in P22 compared to P21lat

(e.g., ZIO17, ZIO10a, ZIO16, ZIO9). This seems to indi-

cate that the region of the mcIO that projects to P22

is located closer to the expansion/contraction region

(i.e., the more caudal portion of the descent region of

the mcIO; Fig. 5B, orange area). Finally, upon examina-

tion of the injections into the expansion/ascent region,

the more rostral injections (ZIO17, ZIO10a, ZIO16,

ZIO19) seem to project preferentially to P1-lat com-

pared to P21med. The more caudal injections either

project more heavily to P21med vs. P1-lat (as in ZIO9)

or almost equivalently to both, as in case ZIO5. Also,

with our most rostral injection into the contraction

region, there is heavier labeling in P21med than in P1-

lat. Thus, it seems to indicate that the region of the

mcIO that projects to P1-lat is located more rostrally,

while the P21med projecting area is more caudal

within expansion/ascent region (Fig. 5B, green and

magenta stripes). Retrograde studies are needed to

confirm these hypotheses.

Other studies correlating function with
olivary input to zebrin stripes

Recently, studies have aimed to understand ZII

stripes in relation to functional zones in the cerebellum.

Voogd et al. (1996) suggested that ZII1 and ZII2

bands may have different functional roles as inferior

olivary subnuclei project to either ZII1 or ZII2 bands

and receive input from particular sensory systems.

More specifically, Sugihara et al. (2004) postulated that

the ZII2 stripes receive input from CFs conveying

somatosensory information, whereas ZII1 stripes

receive input from CFs conveying information from vis-

ual, auditory, and other sensory systems (see Voogd

et al., 2003; Voogd and Ruigrok, 2004; Sugihara and

Quy, 2007; Sugihara and Shinoda, 2007); this pattern

of functional input is most convincing in the cerebellar

hemispheres. Voogd et al. (1996) provided evidence in

support of this hypothesis in the mammalian vestibulo-

cerebellum, showing that the ventral lateral outgrowth,

which processes visual-optokinetic information, projects

to ZII1 stripes in lobule X and ventral IXcd, while soma-

tosensory olivary subnuclei project to ZII2 bands in the

dorsal margin of IXcd. However, this theory does not

pertain to the pigeon vestibulocerebellum, as we have

found in this study that the visual CF inputs from the

mcIO clearly project to both ZII1/2 stripes and visual

climbing fiber responses also span ZII1/2 bands (Gra-

ham and Wylie, 2012). Furthermore, it appears that the

only olivary inputs to the vestibulocerebellum arrive

from the mcIO and convey visual information. This is

supported by anatomical studies demonstrating that the

mcIO receives visual input from retino-recipient nuclei

in the pretectum and accessory optic system (Clarke,

1977; Brecha et al., 1980; Gamlin and Cohen, 1988;

Wylie et al., 1997; Wylie, 2001), and by electrophysio-

logical studies detailing the responses of neurons in the

mcIO to optic flow stimuli (Wylie and Frost, 1993; Win-

ship and Wylie, 2001). Also, somatosensory information,

from both ascending (Wild, 1989) and descending sys-

tems (Wild and Williams, 2000), reaches the ventral

lamella of the IO and not the mcIO.

In mammals, there are exceptions to the correspon-

dence between somatosensory input to ZII1 stripes

and other sensory input to ZII2 stripes in other cere-

bellar regions as well. For example, the group beta and

the dorsomedial cell column carries vestibular informa-

tion to ZII1 stripes in lobules VIII–X, but the subnu-

cleus B of the caudal medial accessory olive also

carries vestibular information to a ZII2 stripe in the

Climbing fiber projections to ventral UVULA
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lateral A subzone of the anterior vermis (Gerrits et al.,

1985; Voogd and Ruigrok, 2004; Voogd and Barmack,

2006). Although comparative data on these vestibular

projections would be very interesting, to date there is

no knowledge of vestibular input to the pigeon inferior

olive and no known avian homologs of the above-

mentioned olivary subnuclei. Another exception, in

mammals, involves nuclei at the mesodiencephalic junc-

tion that provide the majority of the CFs to ZII1 stripes

via the rostral medial accessory olive and the principle

olivary nucleus; these nuclei relay information from

motor structures, including the parvocellular red

nucleus, the nucleus of Darkschewitsch, as well as the

prefrontal, eyefield, premotor, motor, and parietal areas

(Swenson and Castro, 1983; Onodera, 1984; Holstege

and Tan, 1988; de Zeeuw et al., 1989). The subnucleus

a, which receives input from the spinal cord, also proj-

ects to ZII1 stripes (Matsushita et al., 1991).

Other functional considerations pertaining to
zebrin stripes

Although the focus of this study was the pattern of

olivary input to the ventral uvula, when considering the

functional implications of the pattern of ZII expression

it is also important to consider the pattern of mossy

fiber input to the ZII stripes in folium IXcd. The parasag-

ittal zonal arrangement of mossy fiber projections is

generally broader, with less well-defined borders than

CF projection zones; however, a degree of correspon-

dence with ZII stripes has been found in both mammals

(Ji et al., 1994; Chockan and Hawkes, 1994; Voogd and

Ruigrok, 1997) and birds (Pakan et al., 2010). For

example, Pakan et al. (2010) showed that mossy fiber

inputs from two retinorecipient nuclei in pigeons that

are responsive to optic flow, the pretectal nucleus lenti-

formis mesencephali (LM) and the nucleus of the basal

optic root (nBOR), project preferentially to ZII1 stripes

across the mediolateral extent of folium IXcd, including

the ventral uvula. Whether there are MF afferents that

project preferentially to ZII2 Purkinje cells in the

pigeon is unknown (for further discussion, see Pakan

et al., 2010). Interestingly, it appears that in rats the

termination of trigeminal mossy fibers in the uvula are

found in the same location as ZII2 stripes (Chockkan

and Hawkes, 1994; Voogd and Ruigrok, 1997).

The “one-map hypothesis” proposed by Apps and

Hawkes (2009) suggests that there may be an align-

ment (anatomical and physiological) between mossy

fiber and climbing fiber projections that target the

same Purkinje cell stripes as defined by ZII expression

(either ZII1 or ZII2, but not necessarily both). The pos-

sibility exists that mossy fiber projections from LM and

nBOR to ZII1 zones in the ventral uvula may corre-

spond to a finer organization of microzones within the

larger ZII1/2 functional pairs; these larger pairs being

defined by their common CF input and physiological

response properties. This relationship is potentially

more complicated than a one-to-one zonal alignment in

the pigeon vestibulocerebellum, as our results suggest

that a single mossy fiber zone does not align with the

entirety of a single CF zone, but instead aligns only

with the ZII1 portion of a single CF zone. However, this

does not necessarily contradict the ideas put forth by

Apps and Hawkes (2009), as it shows that a consistent

relationship does exist between the mossy fiber, CF,

and ZII stripes (see also Pakan et at., 2010).

There is also a growing body of literature on the

physiological properties of the ZII1 and the ZII2

stripes in the cerebellum and their relation to informa-

tion processing (e.g., Wadiche and Jahr, 2005; Gao

et al., 2006; Sugihara et al., 2007; Mostofi et al., 2010;

Paukert et al., 2010; see Ebner et al., 2012, for review).

For example, Paukert et al. (2010) showed that CFs in

ZII1 stripes release more glutamate per action poten-

tial than CFs in ZII2 stripes and proposed that ZII1

Purkinje cells undergo more activity-dependent synaptic

plasticity than ZII2 Purkinje cells. Additionally, Gao

et al. (2006) showed that molecular layer inhibition is

organized into inhibitory bands extending across a

folium and that these bands are aligned with ZII1

stripes and function to modulate the spatial pattern of

cerebellar cortical activity. Interestingly, the excitatory

amino acid transporter type 4 (EAAT4) may play a role

in this parasagittally organized inhibition (Reinert et al.,

2011) and the expression of EAAT4 is congruent with

ZII1 stripes (Dehnes et al., 1998). Therefore, ZII1 and

ZII2 stripes have been shown to respond differentially

to CF activity as well as parallel fiber stimulation,

including levels of excitability and synaptic plasticity,

and these diversities likely underlie distinct functional

differences between the ZII1 and ZII2 stripes. One

must consider, however, that these studies are largely

from investigations in the mammalian cerebellar hemi-

spheres and, although mammals and aves share many

of the same underlying organizational principles in the

cerebellum, generalization to the specific physiological

properties of ZII1 versus ZII2 stripes in the pigeon cer-

ebellum would need direct examination, and would

indeed be interesting from an evolutionary perspective.

Beyond folium IXcd
Although we have concluded that a given CF projec-

tion zone spans a ZII1/2 stripe pair in folium IXcd,

the zone itself obviously continues into folium X (Fig.

2H). Purkinje cells in folium X are all ZII1. It is possible

J.M.P. Pakan et al.
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that other molecular markers are expressed in stripes

in X, which may be related to olivary input and the

functional zones. For example, in the mouse cerebel-

lum, heatshock protein-25 (Hsp 25) is expressed as

parasagittal bands of high and low immunoreactivity in

the nodulus and flocculus (Armstrong et al., 2000),

areas that are homogenously ZII1. It is not yet known

if Hsp 25 is expressed as stripes in the pigeon cerebel-

lum. On the other hand, the ZII stripes extend beyond

the optic flow zones. With respect to IXcd, the ZII

stripes extend across the dorsal and ventral lamellae,

yet the CF inputs and optic flow responses in the uvula

are confined (by and large) to the ventral lamella (Wylie

et al., 1993; Graham and Wylie, 2012; Fig. 5A). Simi-

larly, the ZII stripes in IXcd are contiguous with those

in ventral IXab, and possibly other more dorsal folia

(Pakan et al., 2007). If and how Purkinje cells in a given

ZII stripe spanning different folia relate functionally

remains to be seen.
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